Core94 Field Sports
Firearms Dealer
Disclosure Form
Core94 Field Sports is committed to the responsible sale
and use of air rifles in accordance with the Firearms Act
1968 & Violent Crime Reduction (VCR) Act 2006
The Law makes no distinction between air rifles and more powerful guns for which you need a
licence– they are all classed as firearms. This mean that any offence you commit can carry a
very heavy penalty and there are a t least 38 different offence. As the owner of the rifle it is
your responsibility to comply and understand the law and local restrictions.
If you are 18 years old or older there are no restrictions on buying an air rifle and ammunition
and you can use it wherever you have permission to shoot. Where you intend to shoot you
must always ensure that you are authorised by the land owner or the person with the shooting
right and that you know precisely where the boundaries are. If possible you should get any
permission you have in writing to remove any doubt.
It is illegal to sell and air rifle or ammunition to a person under 18 years of age. From February
2011, The Crime And Security Act 2010 makes it an offence for a person in possession of an air
gun / air weapon to fail to take “reasonable precautions” to prevent someone under the age of
18 from gaining unauthorised access to it. If a minor is to use your rifle you are responsible for
their actions and to comply with appropriate restrictions dependant on their age.
Whenever you are in a public place you should carry the rifle or pistol in a gun cover or slip and
always ensure that it is unloaded and not cocked.

What Can You Shoot :
Target Shooting :
There are numerous clubs catering for the growing sport throughout the UK. These clubs can offer great
help and sporting opportunities to both the novice and experienced shooter alike. You can find some details
on www.goshooting.org.uk

Principal Quarry :
It is your responsibility to ensure your rifle / pistol is suitable.
Birds : (covered by the general licenses—shooter responsibility to comply with local restrictions)
Crows , Rooks, Jackdaws, Magpies, Jays, Wood Pigeon, Collared Doves, Feral Pigeons.
Mammals : Brown Rats, Grey Squirrels, Stoats, Mink, Rabbit.
Note : BB Guns are unsuitable for shooting any animal or bird.
If you want to practise on your own premises make sure that you have an effective backstop. Soft earth or
strong chipboard is ideal but don’t use any hard or polished surface because it is likely to cause a
dangerous ricochet or could cause the pellet rebound and this you the shooter.
If you are in any doubt seek advie from your local Police Firearms licensing department.
Declaration:
I, the undersigned acknowledge that I have read or have been made aware of the Law & safety rules pertaining to owning
and shooting an air weapon and that I understand these rules and accept the risks which are inherent in the participation in
the aforementioned activity.
I, the undersigned, that the law on firearms may change and I will ensure I keep myself up to date on any changes to the
firearms law,
I, understand that I can get basic training from Grampian Air Rifle club.
I, understand Core 94 Field Sport also known as Aberdeen Field Sports registered fire arms dealer 89 is not responsible
for ensuring myself or any shooters comply with the law or local restrictions.
I, _________________________ can confirm that I have read and understood all of the above safety rules and recommendations.
FULL Name :

________________________________________________

Date____/______/____

Signature :

________________________________________________

Mobile Number :

__________________________________________

________________________________________________

Date Of Birth

__________________________________________

Address

:

________________________________________________

:

